Introduction
The cardiopulmonary endurance of an individual is determined by many factors, including both lifestyle choices, such as exercise and obesity (1, 2) , as well as environmental conditions, like air pollution. For patients with heart failure, exposure to air pollution was shown to be a determinant of mitigating the health benefits of exercise (3, 4) In fact, the rate of pollution will negatively affect the exercise capacity of this group of patients (5) . Ample research claimed on the association between the air pollution and cardiovascular diseases (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . The association between the ambient particulate matter and the increased risk of cardiovascular outcomes was consistently shown by previous studies (12) . In particular, the amount of fine dust in the atmosphere is an important issue with respect to problems of human and the associated health management (13, 14) . Meanwhile it is not still uncertainty as to whether the physical exercise in an environment with substantial air pollution will be harmful to the health or not (15) , it is clear that there is statistically and practically a significant correlation between the air pollution and the health of human (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . The harmful impact of environmental data on the health has been shown to be affected by several factors, such as age (15, 16) or activity by people (17, 18) . Provided that the demographic trend of many countries, including South Korea (19) , is toward an older population, and also the atmospheric information of the recent years presents higher level of fine dust and CO2 in this country (20) , environmental factors potentially could be considered as harmful for the health of elderly people in South Korea. Accordingly, this study aimed to investigate the correlations and interactions between the air pollution and cardiopulmonary endurance of elderly people in South Korea. Employing the multi correlation analysis, we aimed to explore those factors that potentially could modify this correlation.
Methods

Study area
This study was conducted in eight regions located in South Korea. In order to determine the atmospheric data of each area, the following components were collected, during 2013-2015, Fine dust (mg/m 3 ), nitrogen dioxide (ppm), carbon monoxide (ppm), and sulfur dioxide (ppm). The areas with the highest levels of air pollution were Gyeonggi and Jeonbuk, while Gwangju and Chungnam showed relatively low levels of air pollution.
Sample study
The sample group of this study was the elderly people (aged 65 and above) living in the mentioned regions of South Korea. In 2015, we measured the cardiopulmonary endurance of elderly people living in each of the eight aforementioned regions, by recording the total distance moving by an individual after sixminutes of walking. The six-minute walk test is a standard measure of cardiopulmonary endurance that provides an assessment of the physical strength of the elderly (21) . A total of 880 data points were collected across all regions, Seoul collected 180 male and female elderly data, and 100 male and female elderly data collected elsewhere. Informed consent was taken from the participants and the study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the university.
Statistical analysis
It was hypothesized that there is a strong interaction between genders on the result of cardiopulmonary endurance exercise test and regions, and also the gender with air pollution. Responding these hypotheses, we analyzed the correlations and interactions of atmospheric pollution and the cardiopulmonary endurance by statistical multi-model relations. The interaction was tested based on the explanatory variables and response variables. In order to this, our experimental setup was to 1-test the subject effects of each independent variable which are the components of air pollution on the CE as dependent variable 2-introducing gender to the model and testing their effect on CE with eight different analysis (4 for male and 4 for female), 3-testing the interaction of air pollution and gender on the CE. The analysis was designed and conducted based on two main models, including: i) the correlation between air pollution in each regain and cardiopulmonary endurance measure. ii) The interaction between air pollution in each regain and the cardiopulmonary endurance based on gender. All analysis was conducted by a statistical software tool, SPSS ver. 22 (Chicago, IL, USA).
Results
Based on the first model (the correlation between air pollution in each regain and cardiopulmonary endurance measure) we found significant correlation between air pollution and CE, also the results of the analysis showed that carbon monoxide has the greatest effect on the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly, followed by the presence of fine dust and sulfur dioxide ( Table 1 ). The correlation analysis showed that the correlation coefficient of fine dust, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, and sulfur dioxide with the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly was 0.68 (i.e., male 0.62, female 0.73), 0.15 (i.e., male 0.15, female 0.14), 0.89 (i.e., male 0.91, female 0.85), and 0.61 (i.e., male 0.67, female 0.54), respectively. For the correlation analysis and determination of effect size, the air pollution data was combined by averaging the measured data for each factor. There was a strong, positive correlation between the amount of carbon monoxide in the air and the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly. A positive correlation was also found between the amount of fine dust and sulfur dioxide present in the atmosphere and the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly. Relative to the group, nitrogen dioxide showed a weak, positive correlation. Additionally, it was confirmed that males with outdoor lifestyles correlated more strongly than females. Finally, a multiple regression analysis was used to examine the correlation between the four air pollution factors and the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly. As a result of the analysis, we confirmed that the presence of air pollution has a very strong, positive effect on the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly, as indicated by a P-value <0.05 using a coefficient of determination (i.e., R2) of 0.81 (i.e., male 0.86, female 0.77). As it is presented in Fig.1 Table 2 , it seems that there is not a significant differences based on the gender. For instance, the P-value of Seoul is not significant at the rate of 0.9817 (>0.05). Accordingly, we report that the performance of men and female body after the six min. exercise test was equivalent in all areas. On the other hand, we also considered the interaction of CE proportion for both genders and air pollution factors. In order to address these test, we used Multiple Linear Regressions analyses which means fitting a linear equation to the observed data and making a model based on the relationship among them. The interaction is being tested based on the explanatory variables and response variables. The conducted tests are shown in Table 3 . The factor of gender, failed to present a significant impact on CE, when the effect of air pollutions was adjusting, (P. value >0.05) for Fine dust 0.842, Nitrogen dioxide 0.982, Carbon monoxide 0.753 and Sulfur dioxide 0.751. Testing the integration of each air pollution representative and gender, showed that by increasing the level of air pollution both genders will be affected similarly; based on the P. values of 0.840, 0.985, 0.755 and 0.750 for the Fine dust, Nitrogen dioxide, Carbon monoxide and Sulfur dioxide, respectively. It is clear that none of these tests is significant which implies on this fact that although the air pollution is significant for CE level, there is not a significant difference based on the gender. 
Discussion
In this study, data on the atmospheric environment and cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly people living in eight region of South Korea, was collected and analyzed based on the objective that was finding their potential correlations. The results of the analysis showed that carbon monoxide has the greatest effect on the cardiopulmonary endurance of the elderly, followed by the presence of fine dust and sulfur dioxide. Considering elderly people, their cardiopulmonary endurance measurement is correlated with air pollution, meanwhile this correlation is unlikely to differ based on their gender. While a study reported that there was not a significant relationship between particulate matters and elderly people elderly (22) , another study conducted in United States reported a positive association among sensitive subgroups (16) . Similarly we found that elderly people are affected by air pollution. Furthermore, it was asserted that it might be due to some determinant, for instance, the higher level of air pollution and also the time being exposure to that (16) . It is likely that the gender and the components of air pollution have an equal interaction for male and female. In other word, it implies on this fact that when there is an increase in the proportion of air pollution, the result of CE test of elderly people will differ; meanwhile there will be almost a similar effect on both genders. Air pollution is not only a contributor for respiratory and cardiovascular diseases which will lead to mortalities (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) , it also plays a significant role for people with certain age group, for instance elderly people. Therefore, the importance of correlation and cardiopulmonary capacity is a critical concern of public health in a society. Given that protecting the general health of people is the main concern of all humane society (23) , the implication of this study would be helpful for the associated authorities. A suggested remedy for people with heart failure who are exposure to diesel engine exhaust was reported to be simple respiratory filters which can adverse effects of pollution (5) . Elderly people will face a better health regarding CE, in the case that the government and the associated organizations carefully monitor the amount of carbon monoxide available in the air of South Korea.
Conclusion
Controlling the amount of air pollution, particularly Carbon monoxide, will affect the CE level among elderly people living in South Korea, meanwhile the factor of gender is unlikely to play a role in modifying this impact. Therefore, our results are indicated that a multi-modal and correlation analysis is highly related to environmental parameters such as cardiopulmonary endurance of gender in elderly people. In order to complete the multiple statistical analyses, several environmental parameters are used and investigated based on CE, gender, ages, and regions, etc.
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